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question, if answered in a particular way, will form a link in the
chain of evidence to establish the commission of a crime by the
witness, the court should inquire into the motive of the witness
in pleading his privilege. It is only where the criminating ef-
fect of the question is doubtful that the motive of the witness may
be considered, for in such a case his bad faith would have a tend-
ency to show that his answer would not subject him to the danger
of a criminal prosecution or help to prove him guilty of crime.
On the whole case it is clear that the evidence before the court

and the circuIllstances under which it was sought to elicit the
answers from the petitioners as witnesses afforded reasonable
ground for concluding that the evidence given by the witnesses
might criminate them, and probably establish an offense, and there-
fore that their plea of the privilege should have been upheld, and
that the court had no power to compel answers to the questions put.
For these reasons, the prisoners will be discharged.

SHORT LINE & U. N. RY. CO. v. FIWST.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. June 15, 189fi.)

NEGMGENCE-FELLOW SERVAlS"TS-TELEGRAPH OPEHATOR AlS"D THAIN" CREW.
A local telegraph operator at a station on the line of a railroad, who

receives and delivers the orders of the train dispatcher in respect to the
movement of trains, is the fellow servant of the employes of the rail-
road company in charge of the train; and such employes, if injured
in consequence of the negligence of the telegraph operator, cannot recover
damages from the railroad company. Hawley, District Judge, dissenting.

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the District
of Montana.
This was an action by Hattie Frost, as administratrix of James

Frost, deceased, against the Oregon Short Line & Utah Northern
Railway Company, to recover damages for the death of the in-
testate. The plaintiff recovered judgment in the circuit court. A
motion for a new trial was denied. 69 Fed. 936. Defendant brought
error. Reversed.
Shropshire & Burleigh, for plaintiff in error.
Robiuson & Stapleton and F. T. McBride, for defendant in error.
Before GILBERT and ROSS, Circuit Judges, and HA'VLEY, Dis-

trict Judge.

GILBERT, Circuit Judge. The defendant in error was the plain-
tiff in the court below in an action brought by her as the adminis-
tratrix of the estate of James ""V. Frost, deceased, to recover dam-
ages for his death. Frost was a locomotive engineer in the employ-
ment of the plaintiff in error on passenger train No.5. On Febru-
ary 1, 1891, his train was running north from Ogden to Butte, and
was due at Dillon at 2 :37 p. m. At 1 :05 o'clock on that day the
train dispatcher at the superintendent's office at Pocatello had tele-
graphed an order to the operator at Dillon that train 5 should
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wait at Dillon until 2:45 p. m. for train No. 32. Train No. 32 was
a mixed freight and passenger train, running south from Butte to
Dillon. 'fhe regular meeting point of these trains was at Dillon,
but on the date aforesaid train No. 32 was behind time, and, in
order to avoid its long delay at Apex, the order was given. Train
32 was at Glenn, a station 18 miles north from Dillon; The or-
der of the train dispatcher was received at Glenn in due time, and
was delivered to the conductor and engineer of the train. Under
the order so received, train No. 32 proceeded towards Dillon, upon
the supposition that train No.5 would wait there, as directed by
the train dispatcher. 'fhe operator at Dillon received the order 32
minutes before train No.5 was due there, but he neglected to warn
it on its arrival. It was his duty, on receiving such an order, to
display a red signal, which would indicate to train No.5 that there
were orders for it. It was also his duty, und£r the rules of the
company, after receiving such order and displaying the reJ. signal,
to reply to the train dispatcher, "Hed displayed," but he was not
to send such reply until he had in fact displayed the signal, and
this it was his duty to do immediately on receipt of the order.
The order was laid aside by him, and forgotten, and he made no
answer that he had displayed the red signal, as required by the
rules. Upon the arrival of train No.5 at Dillon, receiving no special
order that it should not proceed on regular schedule time, it pro-
ceeded on its way, stopping at the water tank, a short distance from
the station, for water, and then resuming. It had gone but a
short distance, wh.en it met train No. 32. In the collision Frost
was injured, and eight days afterwards he died from the effects of
the injury.
This case presents the important question whether or not the local

telegraph operator at the station, who receives and delivers the or-
ders of the train dispatcher, is the fellow servant of the employes
of the railroad company in charge of the train. The court charged
the jury that it was the duty of the railroad company to give no-
tice that it had changed the time of running the trains, and that,
if it intrusted that duty to the telegraph operator, his acts were
the acts of the company, and that if he was negligent in this mat-
ter it was the negligence of the company. It is conceded that the
train dispatcher, in giving notice of a change in the running of
trains, acts for and in behalf of the railroad company. He is in
that respect a vice principal, not because of his attitude to other
employes as their superior, nor because he has charge of a depart-
ment, but because of the nature of the duty which he discharges.
He is, for the time being, clothed with the responsibility which rests
upon the company to furnish its employes a safe place of operation.
The ordinary rnnning of the train is established by a fixed schedule,
of which all operatives have notice, and by which their acts must
be governed. When occasion arises to disturb the regular schedule,
the duty rests upon the company to give timely notice to those that
are to be affected thereby. 'fhis it is the office of the train dis-
patcher to do. But when' he has given that information to a local
operator, is that duty discharged, or does there rest upon the com-
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pany the further obligation to see that all of its servants through
whose hands that message goes on its way to the train employes
shall deliver it as given, and that in case of any failure in the
line of communication the company shall be liable for the result-
ing injury? In support of the latter view it is argued that if the
duty to notify the train operatives of a change in the time-table
is personal to the ccmpany, and cannot be delegated to a servo
ant, so as to excuse the company from liability, it follows that
such power, since it may not be delegated to one servant, may not
be delegated by him to another, and that the reasons which lead to
the conclusion that the train dispatcher is a vice principal lead
directly to the further conclusion that the local telegraph operator
stands in the same attitude to the company, and that the duty the
company owes of furnishing a safe place of operation to its employes
cannot be discharged short of actual notice to those who are to be
affected thereby, and whose personal safety is dependent thereupon.
After a careful consideration of the question and of the strong
reasons that may be urged in support of either view of this propo-
sition, it is our conclusion that the better doctrine is that the local
telegraph operator is the fellow servant of those who are in the con-
trol and management of the train. It is evident, and the court
will take judicial notice of the fact, that a disturbance in the
regular time schedule of trains is frequent and necessary in the
operation of all railroads. It then becomes necessary to issue spe-
cial orders for their direction. Conductors, engineers, and brake-
men have knowledge of that fact, and they know when they en-
ter into the employment of the railroad company that their no-
tice of such orders must come through the local telegraph op-
erator at the station, and that they incur the risk of accident through
his negligence or mistake. The special orders issue, in the first
instance, from the train dispatcher. It is obviously impossible for
him to give personal notice to all who are to be governed there-
by. The orders must, of necessity, be conveyed to some one in
behalf of the others. The local telegraph operator, the conductor,
the engineer, and the brakemen are all engaged in a common em-
ployment,-that of moving the train. The operator, it is true, is
subject to no personal risk from any change in the time card, but
that fact is not a controlling one in deciding who are his fellow
servants. There must be some point where the responsibility of
the company ceases. If it does not cease at the time when in-
formation is given to the operator, where shall it cease? Could
it be said that a conductor who received from the operator a mes-
sage from the train dispatcher, yet who failed to guide his action
thereby, stands in the relation of vice principal to the conductor,
engineer, or brakeman of another train, who may be injnred by his
negligence? or that, if the operator should receive instructions
from the train dispatcher to send out a flagman to signal an ap-
proaching train, the company is responsible for the negligence of
such flagman in failing to carry out such instructions? It seems
just in principle to hold that the company has discharged its duty
when it has given information to one of its servants who is engaged
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in the common employment of the others that are to be affected
thereby, and has instructed him to notify his co-employes, and that
when the company has exercised due care in selecting such local
operator in the first instance, and has not been negligent in em-
ploying or retaining him in his office, it has discharged its dl] iy,
and that such operator stands in the attitude of a fellow senmt
to the trainmen. This doctrine is sustained by the clear weight
of authority. 'l'he leading case in its support is Slater v.•Jewett,
85 N. Y. 62. There the question arose whether the operator and
conductor were fellow servants of the injured servant, in the same
common employment. It was held that the telegrapher, ,vhosp
duty it was to receive and give information of the whereabouts of
trains and communicate orders to thm.e controlling them, was
closely connected with the work of the conductor, which was that of
moving the trains, and that both were engaged in the same branch
of the defendant's business. The court said:
"It is not true that on an occasion like this it is the duty of the master, or

a part of his contract, to see to it as with a persOllal sig'ht and touch that
notice of a temporary and special interference with the general time-table
comes to the intelligent apprehension of all those Whom it is to govern in
the running of approaching trains. It is utterly impracticable so to do, and
a brakeman or a fireman on a train knows that it is as well as any persoll
connected with the business. He knows that trains will often and unexpect-
edly require to be stopped, and that such orders must, from the nature 01'
the case, be given through servants skilled in receiving and transmitting them.
If there is due care and diligence in choosing competent persons for that duty,
a negligence by them in the performance of it is the risk of the employ-
ment that the employe takes when he enters the service. Such a variation.
and the giving notice of it, is not like the supply of suitable machinery or
of competent and skilled fellow workmen. It is the act of an hour, or of an
instant, which, for any useful effect to be got from it, must be done at the
instant, and that, too, from a distance."

The doctrine of Slater v. Jewett is not modified, as contended
by the defendant in error, by the later decision of the same court
in Sheehan v. Railroad Co., 91 N. Y. 332. That was a case where
the train dispatcher telegraphed a local operator instructions to hold
a certain train for orders. Instead of holding the train for orders,
the operator held it until a certain othltr train arrived at his sta-
tion, when he permitted it to proceed, in consequence of which
a collision occurred. The decision in the court of appeals was
that, under all the circumstances, the trial court did not err in
submitting to the jury the question of the company's negligence,
since the jury might properly have found negligence from the fact
that the orders were not sent directly to the conductor of the train,
which was to be governed thereby, but were communicated to a
third person, the operator, who was instructed to hold the train
for orders. Said the court:
"It is one thing for the orders of the master to go by report or hearsay

to the servant, and quite another when they are received by him directly,
and without an intervener."

'fhe circuit court of appeals of the Sixth circuit, in deciding the
precise point here involved, said, and correctly said, of the telegmph
operator:
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"He and the engineer and the conductor work together, at the same time
Ilnd place, for a common employer, with an immediate common object,
namely, the proper running of trains. It is essential, in the operating de-
partment of a railroad company, that there SllOUld be provision for com-
municating to those in charge of different trains the whereabouts of other
Hains, to avoid collision. This information is given by means of the general
time-table and general rules for the running of trains with reference to each
other. which the employes in charge of each train are obliged implicitly to
obey. But it often bappens that the general time-table must be varied from,
and these variations must be communicated to those in charge of trains.
This is effected usually by telegraphic orders from the superintendent or
the train dispatcher. who has supreme control of the running of trains.
The information is also communicated by means of flagmen, by means of tor-
pedoes, by reel lights and green lights upon trains, by the block-signal system.
and in other ways. The subordinate employes, whose duty it is to transmit
the orders of the officer in control, or to give information as to the
of trains upon any part of the track, without special orders, are engaged at
the same time and place with tIJe persons operating the train. in a common
employment. having an immediate, common object, namely, that of the
running of trains, and therefore are fellow servants. The man who makes
the signal at the station to the engineer on the approaching train to stop
is as much engaged In the running and operation of that train as the flagman
sent out ahead to signal the condition of a switcIJ. Neither exercises the
discretion or the judgment or the control of the master, but each contributes
his part to the safe running of the train. There can be no separation of the
signal department and the operating department, for the employes engaged
upon the train, in the actual, manual operation of the train, are expected
to be part of the signal department of the company. The man who puts
out the green light at the back of the train. to indicate that a train is fol-
lowing, communicates to every station agent, every conductor. and every
engineer who sees it knowledge upon which they, each of them, must act;
and yet it can hardly be said that the brakeman, in displaying this green
light, is acting in a different department from the man who opens and closes
the throttle valve of the engine." Railroad Co. v. Camp, 13 C. C. A. 233,
65 Fed. 952-964.
Of similar purport are McKaig v. Railway Co., 42 Fed. 288, and

Reiser v. Pennsylvania Co., 152 Pa. St. 38, 25 Atl. 175. The cases
holding otherwise are Railroad Co. v. De Armond, 86 Tenn. 78, 5 S.
W. 600, and Madden's Adm'r v. Railroad Co., 28 W. Va. (ilO, neither
of which, however, is authority upon the question here considered, for
they are each based uJl(ln the rule of the different department system
which obtains in those states, under which it is held that the local
telegraph operator is not the fellow servant of the trainmen; not,
indeed, upon the ground that he is charged with the performance
of the master's duty as to them, but b€cau!>e he is held to be a serv-
ant in a different department of service from theirs.
It is urged that this court has expressed a different view of this

question in the case of Railroad Co. v. Charless, 2 C. C. A. 380, 51
Fed. 562. The question decided in that case was whether or not the
complaint had stated facts !>uffieient to constitute a cause of action.
One of the several grounds of negligence alleged in the complaint
was that a telegraph operator at a certain !>tation was aware of
the peril to whieh the plaintiff was exposed, and had negligently
failed to notify him thereof. In referring to this allegation the
court said:
"It was the duty of the company, as admitted in its answer, to

furnish its employes engaged in maintaining its traek and roadbed with in-
formation concerning the movements of trains over the sections on which
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they were employed. In the present case it is alleged that this duty was
required to be performed by the telegraph operator at Cheney, but the des-
ignation of the official is immaterial. It was a direct, positive duty which
the company owed such employes as were exposed to danger by the move-
ment of trains. In Lewis v. Seifert, 116 Pa. St. 628--647,11 AU. 514, it was de-
termined that a train dispatcher, wielding the power and authority of a rail-
road company in the moving of trains, in the changing of schedules, or the
making of new ones as exigencies required, is not a fellow servant with a
train employe."

It is clear from this quotation from the opinion that the court
understood the allegation of the complaint and the admission of
the answer to place the operator therein referred to substantially
in the attitude of a train dispatcher, whose duty it was to order
the movement of trains, and not in that of a local operator, through
whom the orders of a superior were to be delivered. 'fhe question
of the present case was, therefore, not involved, and there is noth-
ing in the opinion to conflict lJ.'ith the conclusion which we have
reached.
It is urged that, in any view of the facts of the case, there was

negligence on the part of the defendant, since the rules of the
company. required an operator receiving special orders concerning
the movement of trains to display a red signal immediately on re-
ceipt of the order, and to telegraph back to the train dispatcher,
"Red displayed," and that in this instance the train dispatcher knew
of the failure of the operator to display the red signal, for the
reason that he received no such response to his dispatch, and that
he was negligent in that he made no complaint to the operator,
or inquiry as to the reason of the omission. The company's negli-
gence in this respect, however, was not the ground of recovery
laid in the complaint. The allegations of negligence are confined
specifically to the action of the local operator at the station. The
question of the negligence of the train dispatcher was not referred
to in the pleadings, nor was it subniitted to the jury. The charge
of the court permitted them to consider the negligence of the local
telegraph operator only, and not that of the train dispatcher. They
were instructed that, if they found the operator negligent, it
was the negligence of the company. It follows from these views tbat
the judgment must be reversed, at the cost of the defendant in
error, and the cause remanded for a new trial.

HAWLEY, District Judge (dissenting). I am of opinion that the
decision of this court in Railroad Co. v. Charless, 2 C. C. A. 380,
51 Fed. 562-569, is applicable to the facts of tbis case; that it au-
thorized the giving of the instruction herein complained of; that
it is correct, and should be adhered to, notwitbstanding the fact
that other circuits have laid down a rule somewhat at variance
with the principles tberein enunciated. In tbat case it was ex-
pressly held tbat an allegation which substantially stated that the
telegraph operator at the local station negligently failed to notify
plaintiff and his co-employes that in going west on the section at
that time they would meet a freight traiu going east, was a sufficient
allegation to charge negligence upon the company. The court said
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that the giving of this notice "was a direct, positive duty, which
the company owed such employes as were exposed to danger by the
movement of the trains." It is proper to add that the Charless Case
was taken to the supreme court of the United States, and was there
reversed. 162 U. So 359, 16 Sup. Ct. 848. But the reversal was upon
other grounds. As the direct point herein referred to was strongly
urged as error in this court, it is fair to presume that it was directly
relied upon in the supreme court. The natural inference to be
drawn from the facts is that the supreme court did not consider
that this point was erroneously decided by this court. The real
controversy in the present case is not to be confined to the ques-
tion whether or not the local operator is a fellow servant with the
conductor and engineer in the movement of the trains of the rail-
road company. As was said in Railroad Co. v. Baugh, 149 U.
S. 368-387, 13 Sup. Ct. 921: "The question turns rather on the
character of the act than on the relations of the employes to each
other. If the act is one done in the discharge of some positive duty
of the master to the servant, then negligence in the act is the neg-
ligence of the master." It is the duty of a railroad company to notify
the conductors and engineers in charge of the moving trains of
any change which is made in the time of running the trains, in
order to prevent accidents, injury, and loss of life to its employes,
which would otherwise inevitably occur. When the regular or
ordinary running of the trains is fixed by a schedule adopted by the
company, and the conductors and engineers have notice thereof,
they must be governed thereby. But whenever, from any cause,
this schedule is departed from by the orders of the company, it
becomes as much the duty of the company to notify the conductors
and engineers of the change in the schedule time as it was, in the
first place, to inform them of the regular schedule adopted by the
company. All of the authorities declare that it is the duty of a
railroad company to exercise reasonable care in providing a safe
place for its emplo.res to work. This can only be done by notifying
the employes in charge of and operating the trains, as they are the
emplo.res who are immediately affected by the change in the schedule
time, and their personal safet.r is dependent upon their receiving
notice thereof. The change in the schedule time necessarily placed
the conductor and engineer of train No. 5 in a hazardous position.
Gnless they received notice of the change, they were liable, in the
regular and ordinary discharge of their duty, without any fault what-
ever on their part, to be put into a place of absolute danger. This
was not one of the perils incident to their employment. It necessa-
rily follows from these views that the company could not relieve itself
of responsibility unless the notice sent by the train dispatcher to the
local operator was either personally given to the conductor in
charge of the train, or the "red signal" displayed, as required by
the rules of the compan.r. This conclusion, in my opinion, is sus-
tained by the weight of reason and authority. In Sutherland v.
Railroad Co., 125 N. Y. 737, 26 N. E. 609, 610, the court said:
"The red flag signal was one of the means of notifying an approaching train

to stop; but, when special orders were given to control the running of trains,
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upon the observance of which the lives of persons depend, the jury. we
think, had a right to determine whether the company had discharged its
whol/> duty by giving the order to the operator, without communicating it to
the trainmen at some point before the train reached Petersburgh .Tunction,
which, so far as appears, might have been done after the order to hold the
train had been made, The jury, within the cases of Sheehan v. Railroad
Co., 91 N. Y. 332, and Dana v. Railroad Co., 92 N. Y. 639, were entitled to
say whether the company performcd the full measure of its duty, in view
of all the circumstances, in taking no means to notify train No. 1 of the
order, except. by the order to Johnson, relying eXclusively on his performance
of his duty."
In Railroad Co. v. Poirier, 15 C. C. A. 60, 67 Fed. 881-889, this

court said:
"It was the duty of the defendant [the railroad company], when it put tne

Recond train in motion, to make suitablf' provision and to expreise ordinary
and reasonable care for its safe management, to guard against danger or
accidents. This was a positive duty upon the part of the which
it owed to its employes; and if this dnty was delegated to any particular
agent, and such agent was negligent in the performance of that duty, his
negligence in that respect is the negligence of the defendant."
It will be observed that in all of the decisions of the supreme

court of the United States where the question is discussed the duty
which the railroad company owes to its employes, to exercise reason-
able care in providing a safe place for them to work, is put in the
same category, and rests upon the same plane, and is sustained
upon the same reason, as is the obligation of the company to exer-
cise reasonable care in furnishing to its employes suitable machinery
to work with, and of keeping such machinery and appliances in
proper repair. No greater or less duty is required in the one
case than in the others. Keeping this constantly in view, it must
necessarily follow that if the duty of the railroad company in tlw
present case was discharged when its vice principal, the train dis-
patcher, directed the local operator at Dillon to notify the con-
ductor and engineer of train No.5 of the change in the time-table,
then it would in all cases be released from liability from accidents
arising from its failure to provide suitable machinery, or to keep
it in necessary repair for the safe movement of its trains, whenever
it had selected a competent person, and delegated him to perform
Ruch duties, notwithstanding his negligence in failing to perform
such duty. This would be so, independent of any question as to
whether or not such person is a fellow servant with the conductor
and engineer of the moving trains. 'What is the controlling prin-
ciple which governs all these cases? Take the cmie of Railway
Co. v. Daniels, 152 U. S. 684-689, 14 Sup. Ct. 756, where an accident
occurred bv reason of the unsafe condition of the wheels of the
car in which the brakf'man, in the regular discharge of his duty,
was required to be. The trial court instructed the jury as fol·
lows: .
"If you find that there was a want of care and diligence on the part of the

persons engaged in inspecting the wheels of the cars of defendant. and that
the accident was caused thereby, it is not a defense for the defendant to show
that It used proper diligence and care alone. and only in the selecting of such
agents. but the defendant is responsible for the acts of his employes in repair-
ing and inspecting machinery to the same extent as if he were himself pres-
ent doing the act."
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This instruction was sustained, and in the course of the opinion
the court said:
"There can be no doubt that under the circumstances of the case at bar

the duty rested upon the company to see to it. at this inspecting- station, that
the wheels of the cars in this freight train, which was about to be drawn
out upon the road, were in safe and proper condition, and this duty could not
be delegated, so as to the company from liability to its servants
for injuries resulting from the omission to perform that duty, or through its
negligent performance."
Was it not as much the positive duty of the company in the

present case to notify the conductor and engineer of train No.5
of the change in the schedule time, as it was in the Daniels Case
to provide the employes with a safe ,,,heel? If the railroad com-
pany in that case was not relieved from responsibility when it se-
lected a competent person to act for H, how can it logically be
said that the company is relieved in the present case because its
whole duty was performed when it delegated the duty of notifying
the conductor and engineer to the telegraph operator who was a
competent person? Under the decisions of the supreme court, the
question as to whether or not the local operator in this case, or
the inspector of the cars in the Daniels Case, was a fellow servant
with the operatives on the train, is not the controlling question.
It being a positive duty of the company to give the notice, the com-
pany should be held responsible for the negligence of the employe
to whom it delegated that particular duty. Railroad Co. v. Peter-
son, 162 U. So 346, 353, 16 Sup. Ct. 843, 845, which is the latest expo-
sition of that court upon this subject, announces the true rUle as fol-
lows:
"The g-eneral rule is that those entering into the service of a common

master become thereby engaged in a common service, and are fellow servants:
and, prima facie, the common master is not liable for the neglig-ence of one of
his servants which has resulted in an Injury to a fellow servant. rrhere
are, however, some duties which a master owes, as such, to a servant en-
tering his employment. He owes the duty to provide such servant with
reasonably safe place to work in, having reference to the character of the
employment in which the servant is eng-aged. He also owes the duty of
providing- reasonably safe tools, appliances, and mnchinery for the accom-
plishment of the work necessary to be done. He must exercise proper dili-
gence in the employment of reasonably safe and competent men to perform
their respective duties; and it has been held in many states that the master
owes the further duty of adopting and promulgating safe and pl'''per rules
for the conduct of his business, including the government of the lllllchinery
.and the running of trains on a railroad track. If the master be neglectful
in any of these matters, it is a neglect of a duty which he personally owes
to his employe; and, if the employe suffer damage on account thereof, the
master is liabie. If, instead of personally performing these obligations, the
master engages another to do them for him, he is liable for the neglect of
that other, which, In such case, is not the neglect of a fellow servant. no
matter what his position as to other matters, but it is the neglect of the
master to do those things which it is the duty of the master to perform as
such."
See, also, Railroad Co. v. Seeley, 54 Kan. 21-30,37 Pac. 104; Rail-

road Co. v. Kneirim (Ill. Sup.) 39 N. E. 324:.
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THE GRENADIER v. THE AUGUST KORFF.

THE AUGUST KORFF v. THE GRlTINADIEn.

(District Court, E. D. Pennsylvania. June 30, 1896.)

1. Cor,r,IsION-STEAMERS IN FOG-SPEED.
·Where steamers become aware of each other's presence, in a fog so

dense that neither can be seen beyond two lengths, and that the sound
of the fog si2"nals is liable to be deflected, the duty of each is to stop
and await the lifting of the fog, or, at all events, to slow down so com-
pletely that each can stop within the diRtance in which a vessel can cer-
tainly be seen.

2. SAME-ApPLH'A'l'ION OF RULES.
Articles 16 and 22 of the International Rules, which provide that if two

ships under steam are crossing so as to involve risk of collision, the ship
which has the other on her own starboard side shall keep out of the way
and the other shall keep her course, do not apply to cases where the ves-
sels, though crossing, cannot see each other or ascertain their respective
locations and bearings because of fog.

8.
Where two steamers collided in a dense fog, one of them having stopped

her engines, and commenced to back, soon after hearing the other's fog
signal, While the latter did not slow materially, if at all, below half speed,
until near the moment of collision, held, that the latter was solely in fault.

These were cross libels in rem to recover damages resulting from a
collision between the steamers Grenadier and August Korff.
Convers & Kirlin, for the Grenadier.
Robert D. Benedict and Henry R. Edmunds, for the August Korff.

BUTLER, District Judge. On the morning of August 1, 1894,
at 24 minutes past 6 o'clock (according to the Grenadier's time,
and 12 minutes past 7 o'clock, according to the Korff's) the Grena-
dier, a steamship of 921 tons register, and 23H feet long, on her
way from Rotterdam to Newcastle, and the steamship Korff, of
3,104 tons register, flud 365 feet long, on her way from Nordenham
to Philadelphia, collided in the North Sea, in latitude 52-31, and
longitude 3-25 E. The Grenadier sank within half an hour, and
with her cargo was lost, while the Korff escaped without very
serious injury. A fog existed at the time, quite dense, through
which it was impossible to see beyond a short distance--probably
not beyond two lengths of the shorter vessel. The course of the
Grenadier when the Korff's signal was first heard was near N.
"V., and that of the Korff near S. W. They were unaware of each
other's approach until their respective signals were heard, and nei-
ther was seen, nor could be seen, until they were dangerously near
together-probably within less than twice the length of the smaller
vessel. The Korff's stem struck the Grenadier at the beak of her
forecastle, on the bluff of her starboard bow, nearly at a right an·
gle, penetrating a distance of 15 to 20 feet.
What occurred before the signals were heard respecting the speed

and navigation of the respective vessels is not deemed important.
At this time each was enveloped in fog, so dense that the other
could not be seen, nor her location or course be ascertained from


